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Dynamical Core Intercomparison!Background and Motivation!
Idealized tests are a computationally efficient method for analyzing the numerical characteristics 
of dynamical cores (the fluid flow component of General Circulation Models) without effects from 
complex physical parameterizations. The newly proposed test case is based on the dry 
dynamical core test by Held and Suarez (1994) (HS) which replaces the physics package with 
low-level Rayleigh friction and a Newtonian temperature relaxation. The impact of moisture, a 
crucial physics-dynamics coupling process, is not included in the HS test. This new moist variant 
of the HS test adds simplified moist processes modified from Reed and Jablonowski (2012) on 
an ocean-covered planet. We analyze the kinetic energy spectra, general circulation and moist 
processes of this new moist idealized test case using four dynamical cores that are part of the 
NCAR/Department of Energy (DoE) Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) version 5.3. 
Simulations of the moist idealized test case are compared to aquaplanet simulations (Neale and 
Hoskins, 2000) with complex physical parameterizations. The moist idealized test case 
reproduces many features of complex aquaplanet simulations, including their sensitivities to the 
choice of the dynamical core, and does so at reduced computational cost.!

Preservation of Dynamical Core Signals!

Moist Idealized Test Case Description!
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Conclusions!

!
!

•  Based on the Held and Suarez (1994) dry test 
case for dynamical cores!
• Modified Newtonian relaxation toward a 

prescribed temperature profile!
• Rayleigh damping of low-level horizontal 

winds!

•  Simplified moist physics modified from Reed 
and Jablonowski (2012)!
• Prescribed sea surface temperature profile!
• Large-scale condensation and precipitation!
• Boundary layer turbulence for temperature 

and moisture!
• Latent and sensible heat fluxes at the 

surface!

•  Implemented on all four dynamical cores of 
NCAR’s/DoE’s CAM version 5.3!
• EUL: Eulerian spectral transform!
• SLD: Semi-Lagrangian spectral transform!
• FV: Finite Volume!
• SE: Spectral element!
!

!
• Moist idealized test case compared to CAM-

SE and FV aquaplanet simulations that use 
full physical parameterizations!

Kinetic Energy Across Scales!

Dynamical 
Core 

Resolution Δx  
(km) 

Horizontal 
Diffusion 

EUL T85 156 ∇4 hyper-diffusion 

SLD T85 156 implicit 
FV 1x1° 110 ∇2 divergence damping 

SE ne30np4 110 ∇4 hyper-diffusion 

Fig. 1. Comparison of moist idealized test case (left column) and aquaplanet (right column)
general circulation for time-mean zonal-mean temperature (a., b.) , zonal wind (c., d.),
variance of meridional flux of temperature v0T 0 (e., f.), and eddy kinetic energy (g., h.).
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•  Kinetic energy spectra (Fig. 1) of all four 
dynamical cores and AP-SE follow the 
theoretical k-3 slope!

!

•  Both the moist idealized SE and aquaplanet SE 
tes ts have s imi la r d i f fus ion a t la rge 
wavenumbers!

Figure 1: Kinetic energy spectra for the moist idealized test using 
EUL (purple dashed), SLD (blue dotted), FV (green dash-dot), 
and SE (red dash-dot-dot) as well as the CAM-SE aquaplanet 
simulation (AP-SE, black solid). The line labeled k-3, where k is 
the wavenumber, shows the theoretical slope based on the 
downscale cascade of enstrophy. !

•  CAM-SE moist idealized test and aquaplanet have comparable general circulations (Fig. 2)!
•  Similar magnitudes and structures for temperature (a., b.) and zonal wind (c., d.), including 

the tropopause height (red line in a,. b.)!
     and strong westerly jets in the upper !
     troposphere!
!!•  Magnitudes of eddy variance of 

meridional heat transport (e., f.) 
are similar!

!

•  Structural differences in (e., f.) 
are the result of different 
boundary layer turbulence 
schemes!

•  Differences above 100 hPa due 
to the isothermal upper 
atmosphere of the equilibrium 
temperature profile in the HS test 
case, compared to full radiative 
physics of the aquaplanet 
simulation!

!

Figure 2: Comparison of CAM-SE moist idealized 
test and aquaplanet general circulation for time-
mean zonal-mean temperature (a., b.) , zonal 
wind (c., d.), eddy variance of meridional flux of 
temperature v'T’ (e., f.). The red dashed line in 
(a., b.) indicates the location of the tropopause.!

Figure 6: Spectral powers for the 
symmetric component divided by 
the background power of 
temperature near the equator 
(15°S-15°N) at 100 hPa. Dispersion 
curves are shown for three wave 
types: equatorial Rossby (n=1 ER), 
inertio-gravity (n=1 IG), and Kelvin. 
The solid black lines indicate the 
equivalent depth of the waves from 
shallow water theory at 12, 25, and 
50 m. The blue dashed lines show 
the dispersion curves of non-
convectively coupled waves with 
equivalent depth h=200 m.!

•  The new moist idealized test case provides a computationally efficient benchmark test of 
intermediate complexity.!

!

•  The kinetic energy spectrum and the general circulation are successfully recreated when 
compared to aquaplanet simulations with complex physical parameterizations.!

!

•  The structural differences of precipitation seen between dynamical cores in aquaplanet 
simulations are reproduced by the moist idealized test case without requiring a 
computationally expensive, full physics simulation.!

•  Impacts of dynamical core design choices are easily seen in the moist idealized test, such 
as the differing moisture distribution due to the diffusivity of the tracer advection scheme.!

!

•  The simplified large-scale condensation and precipitation of the moist idealized test provides 
sufficient grid-scale convection to produce convectively coupled equatorial Kelvin waves in 
addition to non-convectively coupled Kelvin waves!

Figure 5: Vertical profile of zonal-mean 
time-mean specific humidity for the moist 
idealized test on all four dynamical cores. 
Note that the color scaling is non-linear. !

Figure 3: (a.) Total precipitation rate and (b.) surface to 800 hPa column integrated divergence. !

•  Semi-Lagrangian tracer 
advection in EUL and SLD is 
more diffusive than finite 
volume tracer advection in FV 
(Rasch et al. 2006)!

•  Distribution of moisture in 
moist idealized tests (Fig. 5) 
shows that tracer advection 
design in the dynamical core 
notably impacts resulting 
specific humidity profile!

•  Convectively coupled equatorial Kelvin waves (Fig. 6) are prominent in aquaplanet 
simulations and the moist idealized test!
•  Grid-scale convection is sufficient to generate convectively coupled equatorial waves!
•  Moist idealized Kelvin waves have slightly higher equivalent depth h!
!

Figure 4: Histogram of total precipitation rate for (a.) low intensity events for 0-120 mm/day and 
(b.) all rainfall events for 0-800 mm/day. !

•  Zonal-mean time-
mean precipitation 
rate differences due 
to the dynamical core 
in aquaplanet 
simulations are 
reproduced in the 
moist idealized test 
case!

!

•  Increased negative 
divergence 
(convergence, Fig. 
3b) causes increased 
tropical precipitation 
rates!

•  Differences are more 
prominent when 
using simplified moist 
physics!
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•  Moist idealized test 
contains stronger non-
convectively coupled 
(dry) Kelvin waves 
with h=200 m (dashed 
dispersion line) than 
the aquaplanet 
simulations!
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